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"What’s the Main Idea?": Using Text 
Structure to Build Comprehension
Alida K. Hudson, Julie Owens, Karol A. Moore, Kacee Lambright,  
Kausalai (Kay) Wijekumar

The structure of a text can be used as a framework for accelerating students’ 
comprehension. The authors share an evidence- based model of text structure 
instruction for any classroom.

Reading comprehension, or understanding the 
text, is the ultimate goal of reading and is essen-
tial for success in life. However, reading compre-

hension is a complex construct, encompassing many 
skills such as vocabulary knowledge, inferencing 
abilities, metacognition, awareness of text structure, 
and getting the "gist" of the text (Cain et al., 2020). 
Thus, explicit instruction on reading comprehension 
strategies is necessary to help students disentangle 
the skills needed for deep comprehension of text 
(Shanahan, 2020; Shanahan et al., 2010). This article 
presents a strategy (Framework for Accelerating the 
Strategic Comprehension of Text [FASCT]) to support 
students reading comprehension abilities by explic-
itly teaching students to use the structure of a text 
to support the development of the main idea state-
ment and then expand this main idea statement into 
a summary by adding key details.

In the construction- integration model of reading 
comprehension, Kintsch (2013) suggests that when 
readers are cognizant of the hierarchical organiza-
tion of a text, or the text structure, they are bet-
ter able to integrate their prior knowledge with 
the information presented in the text as well as 
recall important ideas from the text. Furthermore, 
research has shown that students who are proficient 
at generating a main idea and summary after read-
ing tend to understand the text at a deeper level (e.g., 
synthesis, analysis, evaluation) because of their abil-
ity to connect ideas from the text together in a logi-
cal manner (Kendeou & van den Broek, 2007; Meyer, 
1975; Meyer et al., 1980). Thus, teachers can provide 
a solid foundation for students’ reading comprehen-
sion development by explicitly teaching main idea 
and summarization strategies that are important for 
understanding the text (Williams et al., 2016).

Using Text Structure to Support 
Reading Comprehension
Research (Meyer, 1975) has demonstrated that most 
texts are organized by one or a combination of two 
or more specific text structures: sequence, descrip-
tion, comparison, problem– solution, and cause– 
effect. Teachers can use these text structures to 
build students’ comprehension, which is well sup-
ported in the research (Bogaerds- Hazenberg et al., 
2020; Hebert et al., 2016; Wijekumar, Meyer, & Lei, 
2012, 2013; Wijekumar et al., 2014, 2020; Williams 
et al., 1994, 2016). Williams et al., (2016) examined 
the effectiveness of teaching second- grade students 
to identify text structures while reading expository 
text and found that it increased students’ ability to 
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